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Name ____________________________________________________

November Activity Calendar
Choose ________ activities to do each week this month. 

Ask an adult in your family to initial the square in the box of each activity 
you complete. Bring this paper back to school on _____________________ .

Monday Wednesday FridayTuesday Thursday

Write the word
November on a
sheet of paper.
Cut apart the
letters. Make new
words!

Look at a
calendar. Count
the days in
November. How
many other
months have the
same number of
days? 

Thanks + giving =
Thanksgiving. List
other words that
are made by
putting two words
together. 

The word giving
comes from the
word give. Make
new words by
adding -ing to
these words:
make, bake, joke,
poke.

Look at the
sentences on this
page. Underline
the sentences
that are
questions. 

Go on a shape
scavenger hunt.
How many of
these shapes can
you find?

Say the word
Thanksgiving. 
Take turns with a
family member
saying more words
that start with 
-th.

November is the
eleventh month of
the year. How
many number
sentences can
you make that
have 11 for an
answer?

Go on a nature
scavenger hunt in
your home! How
many things can
you find that
came from
nature?

Celebrate
Children’s Book
Week! Read a book
each day this
week with a family
member. Take
turns choosing
the books. 

Act out a scene
from a favorite
book. You can be
more than one
character. Just
change your voice!

How many
Thursdays are
there in
November? Are
there more
Mondays or fewer
Mondays?

Author William
Steig was born on
November 14,
1907. How many
years ago was
that? Read one of
his books. Try
Brave Irene.

T is for turkey !
What other animal
names start with
t? Take turns with
someone in your
family naming
them.

Collect 20 small
objects. Sort
them into two
groups. Sort them
into three groups.
What other ways
can you sort
them?

Look at the sky
from a window.
Draw a picture
that has a sky
like the one you
see.

Tell a story about
a turkey family’s
Thanksgiving. Give
your turkeys
names. Tell where
your story
happens. 

Unscramble the
words to find four
harvest foods:
qusahs
orcn
skinpmup
ppales

Look at this
turkey. 

Find a matching
turkey on this
page. 

Turn November
into a tongue
twister! Make up a
sentence using as
many words as you
can that start
with n.
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